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news editor
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College of Integrated Science and
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political bickering and work out a
But if a bond bill still doesn't pass.
compromise.
The General Assembly had killed
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by Christy Mumford

Foul ball!

MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE

JMU designated hitter Pete Angstad watches after pulling
a ball foul yesterday vs. visiting GW. JMU won 11-10.

JMU, city may build arts center
$15- to $20-million project would be years in future

by Grant Jerding
stojf writer
JMU and Harrisonburg might unite to build a $20
million regional fine arts center, but construction —
or even definite planning — is still years in the
future.
"The university has been viewing this as a
community activity,'' said Dr. Philip James, head of
JMU's art department. "Members of the community
want to see it happen — as long as it's accessible.''
At the Harrisonburg City Council meeting
Tuesday night, Charles Shank proposed that the city
consider a S. Liberty Street location for the planned
Shenandoah Valley Regional Center for the Arts.
The $15- to $20-million project would result in "a
state-of-the-art building with a concert hall, theater
and art gallery that will be capable of providing
entertainment and cultural experiences across the

spectrum of all interests in a superb setting," said
Shank, a member of the advisory committee to the
center.
According to Steve Knickrehm, director of
facilities planning for JMU, the center would provide
a 1,800-seat main stage, a 250-seat secondary stage
and space for visual arts exhibits.
Most of the construction costs would be covered
by JMU because the center is planned to be stateowned and operated. But the city and JMU haven't
decided who would cover operating costs.
"The entire Shenandoah Valley will benefit from
the cultural opportunities possible at such a center,'*
said JMU President Ronald Carrier in a letter to the
city council.
At the center "we will be able to see a higher level
of performance without traveling to Washington or
CENTER page 2
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Bond
COKTMUED from page 1
Rose said JMU has plans to finance the new college
by having contractors finance the buildings, then
renting the buildings from the contractors. After
these payments are completed, the contractors turn
the property over to the university.
But Rose said that plan of financing wouldn't
work with the smaller building projects because
contractors wouldn't be as interested.

BUDGET
BLUES

1

Virginia is already carrying about $1.5 billion in
debt — and about $45 million is from the last bond
issue in 1977.
But Treasurer Eddie Moore said the state can still
borrow more money without damaging its AAA
credit rating.
Paul W. Timmreck, state secretary of finance, said
the debt service on Wilder's proposed bond bill
would be about $5 million next year and $29 million
in 1994. The rival bond bill proposed by Cranwell
would mean $17 million debt next year and $54
million in 1994.

SAIJLY SANDERS/THE BREEZE

Cleaning up

Lambda Chi Alpha members Shawn CrunlisJi. Ashley Warren, Scott Ackerman and
Josh Caggiano pud a volleyball net pole out off Newman Lake during the Newman
Lake cleanup Saturday. Cleanup workers also found chairs, a TV, a gril and, of
course, trash in the bike.

The Associated Press contributed to this report.

Center
CONTINUED from page!

New York," said Dr. Tom Arthur, head of the theater
and dance department at JMU.
"Any arts activity like this arouses interest and
audiences," Arthur said. "In the long haul that can't
help but increase an awareness of the arts."
But Knickrehm stressed that the city has not made
any formal offers and the proposal is merely at the
discussion stage.

"(At this center) we will
be able to see a higher
level of performance
without traveling to
Washington ..."
Dr. Tom Arthur
head of the theater
and dance department

If the S. Liberty Street location is chosen, the state
would probably require the city to deed the land over
to the state, Knickrehm said. Since the building is
planned to be state-built and state-owned, it must be
located on state property.
The S. Liberty Street site is only one of the three
possible locations for the center that will be
submitted to the Virginia General Assembly for
approval. The other two locations will probably be
across 1-81 near the Convocation Center.
JMU's main campus has been ruled out as a
possibility because it doesn't have space for such a
large building. Parking is also a major consideration.
"When events are held on JMU campus, parking
is not usually available unless it is an athletic event,"
James said.
The planning for the center began in 1990 when
JMU completed a feasibility study on the
development of a regional fine arts center. The Daily
News-Record reported that JMU allocated $50,000 to
study the project during 1991-92 following the
feasibility study.
The next step for the center is for JMU to hire an

Correction

The Shenandoah Valley
Regional Fine Arts Center
The building is scheduled to contain a
1,800-seat mainstage, a 250-seat
secondary stage, and addition visual
arts display space.

GRANT JERDINC/THE BREEZE

architect for preplanning. The preplanning study
consists of programming estimates, specific
descriptions and cost estimates and takes between six
to nine months. Once completed, the study will be
reviewed by General Assembly.
Only after the review process can funds be
appropriated for the actual construction of the
building.

lb the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is indebted
for all the triumphs which have been gained by reason and humanity
over error and oppression."

The Center for Service Learning
places 1300 service learners in
63 agencies. Thursday's Breeze
was incorrect when it reported
that the center places 50 learners
in 100 agencies.
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Food services get high health ratings
by Gayle Cohen
entertainment editor
JMU's Food Services received high
ratings from the Virginia Department
of Health and JMU students and
administrators who say the dining
facilities are kept clean.
In its most recent inspection on
Feb. 5, Gibbons Dining Hall received
a rating of 93 out of 100, and P.C.
Dukes earned a 99. The sanitarian in
charge said that D-Hall was a "very
clean, well-managed establishment."
Junior Cindy Combs, a Dukes
employee, said, "Dukes is amazingly
clean. I've never really come across a
time when it was dirty."
All dining facilities are inspected
on a regular basis. There are 44
individual items falling under IS
categories of evaluation. The
categories range from food and
equipment to lighting and ventilation.
D-hall seats 1,300 and employs
between 280 and 300 students.

Director of Food Services Hank
Moody described keeping the facility
clean as "an unending job.
"The number one factor is how
much attention it gets," Moody said.
P.C. Dukes Director Joe Erickson
said, "We have always had
exceptional health records."
Mrs. Greens, the breakfast and
lunch dining option located in
Chandler Hall, scored a 97 on its
February inspection. Supervisor Sue
Rutan said the staff of three temporary
employees and 35 to 40 student
workers maintain a clean dining area.
"The people that work at Mrs.
Greens are pretty conscientious,"
Rutan said. "I can't say enough
positive things about the staff."
Mrs. Greens seats about 310 people
when all of its rooms are available.
Sophomore Gwen Weaver, an
employee at Mrs. Greens, said the
workers there are very thorough and
follow strict cleaning instructions.
"They did have a few problems

Phil/Rel. dept.
presents free
lecture series
by Shauna Miller
stqffwriter
A prestigious grant program will help JMU
bring a free lecture series to JMU's Department
of Philosophy and Religion starting in March.
Part of the Franklin J. Matchette
Foundation's $2,000 grant will fund the lectures
that run March 11 through 12 The first lecture
is entitled "Aristotle and Aquinas on Science
and Art." The grant will fund three other
lectures with speakers coming from the Catholic
University of America, Notre Dame and the
University of Virginia.
"I think it's a great honor for the department
to receive this grant," said Dr. Anne Wiles,
professor of philosophy. "In the past, our
lectures were funded through outlets such as the
SGA, private individuals, and the department.
But much of our funding was cut by the budget
crunch."
Wiles said she didn't want to see the lectures
discontinue because of a lack of funding. "I was
not willing to let it go just because we didn't
have the money," she said. "These lectures are
so vital in the academic life of the university."
Philosophy and religion department head Dr.
John Sweigart said, "We believe that the
program will be of widespread interest to
students and faculty campus-wide."
GRANT page 6

with cockroaches but they did a
massive overhaul cleaning and I
haven't seen anything since then,"
Weaver said. She explained the
cockroaches were not because of poor
maintenance, but were a result of the
dining facility being located in a
residence hall and because Chandler
Hall is an old building.
Junior Paula Pasicznyk said she is
not surprised to have seen roaches in
D-hall. "Every restaurant has
roaches," she said. "There's no way to
avoid it. The eggs come in with
produce."
Health records showed Chandler
Hall dining received a 92 in the fall of
1990 and 97 in both 1988 and 1987.
Steakhouse/Pepe's scored a 98 in
its inspection this month. At the end
of the health report, the sanitarian
remarked, "(The) operation is very
well managed."
Junior Garneu Yeatts, a Steakhouse
employee, said the reasons it is so
clean is strict supervision and

thorough training of new employees.
In its fall inspection in 1990, when
Steakhouse operated as Top Dog for
lunch, the joint facility earned a
perfect rating.
D-Hall didn't do as well in that
inspection, receiving an 89. Violations
included not having a lid on the trash
can in the ladies room and having a
"busted bag of sugar."
In January of 1990, D-Hall only
received an 84, but that was prior to
the renovations that were made that
summer.
"(D-Hall) was always clean, but the
renovations made it look cleaner,"
Moody said. One of the major
improvements, he said, was replacing
paint that was 15-20 years old.
D-Hall scored below minimum
standards once in 1982 for violations
including unprotected food, dirty
equipment and improperly stored
cleaning compounds. Ten days later
they were inspected again and
received an excellent rating.

Kerrey wins S. Dakota primary
by MJ Carscallen
staffwriter
Bob Kerrey won the South Dakota primary
Tuesday, the most recent Democrat to gain a
regional victory in a presidential campaign that has
yet to see a political frontrunner.
Kerrey, from neighboring Nebraska, collected 40
percent of the votes, while his farm-state rival, Iowa
Sen. Tom Harkin, carried 26 percent of the votes.
Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton ran a respectable third,
by collecting 19 percent of the vote, in what for him
was a foreign territory. Paul Tsongas trailed with 9
percent and Jerry Brown got 4 percent.
Running unopposed. President Bush carried 69
percent of the vote, with a third of the Republican
party voting against him.
"There is no clear frontrunner," Dr. Robert
Roberts, associate professor of political science, said.
"Everyone is fragmenting on local issues. They are
steering away from broad national issues."
"This could end up a mess ... if someone doesn't
take the lead," Roberts said. "There aren't many
delegates. California would become the whole ball of
wax."
Kerrey focused on farming issues instead of
national issues, Roberts said. "People will vote for
the candidate most sympathetic to his personal
needs."
Roberts said Clinton has a strong base in the
south, unless the voters continue to fragment. "The
voters are very fallible, and this is a very unique
situation."
"I wouldn't write Clinton off in the south yet,"
Dr. Anthony Eksterowicz, assistant professor of
political science said. Eksterowicz said Clinton has a
message of economic conservatism that will appeal

GRANT JEROING/THE BREEZE

to the south.
Scott Hammond, assistant professor of political
science, said, "Clinton should do well Super
Tuesday. That's where his campaign will gain
momentum."
Harkin is the "candidate most likely in a bubble
now," Eksterowicz said."He's not moving anyone."
Conservative commentator Patrick Buchanan
failed to meet the filing deadline in South Dakota,
forcing Bush to run unopposed.
With 31 percent of the Republican party saying
they don't care for Bush, "the people in the White
PRIMARY page 6
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Policelo£dr,lj~' ^ "r_ ■-_ r- JMU studying
by Mike Hearts
police reporter
Campus Police reported the following:
Aleged Sexual Battery
• A man who had advertised for typing skills in
the Fab. 24 issue of The Breeze allegedly asked
sexual questions of and made physical
advances to a woman who went to the man's
house to answer the ad on the afternoon of Feb.
24.
The case was referred to the Harrisonburg
Police Department. Campus police advises that
no others respond to that ad.
Suspicious Conduct
• A female student responding to the same
Breeze classified ad for typing claimed she
called the telephone number given at 4:45 p.m.
Feb. 25 and the person on the other end of the
line made suggestive and inappropriate
comments.
The matter was referred to the Harrisonburg
Police Department. Again, campus police
advises that no others respond to that ad.

Assault & Battery
• A student allegedly struck another student,
causing facial injuries, in a dispute over "court
rights" in Godwin gym at 4 p.m. Feb. 25. The
victim was advised of the legal process to file
charges.

Grand Larceny
• A 13" Sharp color television reportedly was

stolen from a room in Ikenberry Hall between 3 a.m.
and 12:30 p.m. Feb. 22. The television reportedly
was on ban from another student.
• A Geneve gold nugget woman's watch was
reportedly stolen from a tote bag during an aerobics
class in Godwin Hall between 5:30 p.m. and 6:30
p.m. Feb. 5. The tote bag reportedly was
unattended for five minutes. The watch is valued at
$1,000.
• A VCR, Panasonic Modal AG1240 with serial
number COSA30845, reportedly was removed from
its stand in Burruss Hall between 3 a.m. Feb. 24
and 3:30 a.m. Feb. 25. The housekeepers
discovered the item missing.
The two-year-old VCR is valued at $350.
• An unsecured 18-speed mountain bike
reportedly was stolen from a bike rack near Warren
Campus Center between 3 and 3:05 p.m. Feb. 12.
The bike is described as an aqua-green men's
style Bridgestone Brand Trail with flat handle bars,
quick release wheels, rat trap pedals, a racing seat
and equipped with reflectors, Shimano shifters
valued at $300, exage gears, and derailers.

sexual assault,
alcohol abuse
by Donna Ragsdaie

• A personalized Virginia license plate, 1DBLAND,
reportedly was stolen from a vehicle parked in N-lot
between 10 p.m. Feb. 18 and 9:15 a.m. Feb. 22.
• The front tire and wheel removed from a Rock
Hopper mountain bike sometime between Feb. 21
and Feb. 24. The tire and wheel are valued at $60.
• A large navy blue vinyl suitcase containing
theater props was reportedly stolen from AnthonySeeger Hall between 1:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. Feb. 25.

SGA reporter
JMU wants to develop new ways to respond to
sexual assault and alcohol abuse, said JMU's vice
president of student affairs to the Student
Government Association Tuesday night.
The Commission on Student Services will soon
hold a session discussing 42 state recommendations
on the two issues, said Dr. Robert Scott. He also said
the University Council has endorsed a brochure and
statement on sexual assault.
Scott also said the Wellness Center in Godwin
Hall has received a very positive response, with
more than 8,000 people using the facility in the
month of January.
Also at the meeting, Alan Cerveny, director of
admissions, said JMU will admit 2,000 freshmen
next fall from the more than 12,000 applications the
school received. Cerveny said it will be a smaller
freshman class in 1992 because the 1991 class was
larger than expected.
Cerveny also announced that improvements are
being made on rap sheets and the class schedule
book for the fall to make it more understandable.
The SGA could not vote on any bills Tuesday
because too few senators attended the meeting. Bills
from the finance, student services and legislative
action committees were postponed until the next

POLICELOC page 6
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Petty Larceny

TIME IS RUNNING OUT!
The Breeze has the following
positions available:

Ad Design Manager
Asst. Business Manager
Ad Designers
Send cover letter, resume, & clips to:
Travis Anderson
Business Manager
The Breeze
Anthony-Seeger Hall
th'§■■ ^i£

^DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS EXTENDED TO FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 28. APPLY NOW!!!

.
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Harrisonburg walk for MS:
The Multiple Sclerosis Society will be holding its
Super Cities Walk for MS in Harrisonburg April 4.
This walk will benefit the National Multiple
Sclerosis Society's funding of research in the areas
of causes, cure and prevention.
The walk will be IS km through scenic
neighborhoods, and prizes will be awarded on the
basis of the amount of pledges raised.
To participate in the event, call Deena Merrit at
the Blue Ridge Chapter of the National Multiple
Sclerosis Society at 800-451-0373 or (804) 9718010.

To recognize achievement in music for the past
year, the 34th Annual Grammy Awards
ceremony was held Tuesday night in New York.
The following shows this year's winner for
album and song of the year and a few of the
winners from years past

Grammy Tidbits'
•See page 14 for more
Grammy Award
information.

1991

Natalie Cole. Unforgettable
Album of the Year
Natalie Colo, Unforgettable
Song of the Year

1989

Bonnie Rarrt Nick of Time
AJbum of the Year
Bette Midler, Wind Beneath My Wing*
Song of the Year

1987

U2, The Joshua Tree
AJbum of the Year
Paul Simon. Grace/and
Song of the Year

1985

Common Ground seeks donations:
Common Ground, a network of 22 organizations
dealing with community social problems and
environmental issues throughout the Shenandoah
Valley, "says it is in financial trouble" and is asking
for donations.
For more information about the program or to
make a donation, write to Common Ground, P.O.
Box 138S, Harrisonburg, VA 22801 or call
(703)433-8212. All donations are tax deductible.
Visiting
scholars
lecture
on
muJtkulturalism:
As part of the Visiting Scholars Lecture series
Oscar G. Brockett, Virginia L. Murchison Regents
Professor of Fine Arts at the University of Texas at
Austin, will present "Theatre and Muliiculiuralism."
The speech is Thursday March 19 in GraftonStovall Theatre at 4 p.m. and admission is free.
Graduation speech applications available:.
Seniors may pick up applications in the SGA
office to speak at graduation. Applications and a
copy of the speech must be turned into the SGA
office by March 16. For more information, contact
Josh Gordon in the SGA office at 568-6376.
Golden Key members selected for
national conference:
Golden Key National Honor Society members
Grace Santos and Audrey Butts were selected by the
Golden Key national headquarters to attend the
National Collegiate Drug Awareness Week/Best of
America Training Conference in Dallas, Texas Feb.
1-2.
The Best of America program helps remind
school-aged children that consuming alcohol before
the age of 21 and use of illicit drugs is illegal.
Golden Key members are paired with student
athletes and other college students to make
presentations in local primary and secondary
schools, and they use themselves as role models for
the children to follow.

Phil Collins. No Jacket Required
AJbum of the Year
USA for Africa, We Are the world
Song of the Year
^^

Febnjafy

^
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Iraq says cooperation depends on lifting
The settlement of Lisa Olson's lawsuit against
of sanctions:
members of the football team was announced
Monday.
UNITED NATIONS (AP) — Iraq said today it
Terms were not disclosed, but The Boston Globe
will cooperate with U.N. weapons inspectors and
said it learned from a source it did not identify that
the dismantling of its military industries if that
the Patriots agreed to pay her about $500,000.
paves the way for the lifting of economic
The Boston Herald, where Olson worked at the
sanctions.
time of the incident, quoted sources as saying the
Iraqi Foreign Minister Ahmed Hussein sent a
sum ranged from at least
lengthy letter to the Security AROUND THE GLOBE
$250,000 to more than $700,000.
Council and the secretary-general
Olson had alleged that while
responding to the weekend visit
she
was interviewing a player in
of U.N. envoy Rolf Ekeus, who
1990, Zeke Mowatl exposed his
went to Baghdad to secure the
genitals and made sexual remarks
complete cooperation of Saddam
while two teammates egged him
Hussein's government on the
on. The incident stirred debate
weapons issue.
over women writers in the locker
Hussein's letter accepted the
room.
inspections of its weapons
facilities and said Baghdad would
moiD mi annoav Genetic testing in infertlity
cooperate with the long-term plan
trial flawed:
to dismantle its military industries, as called for in
ALEXANDRIA, Va. (AP) — Genetic
U.N. resolutions ending the Gulf War.
testing conducted in an infertility doctor's fraud
However, the letter also called for a "balance''
trial was too flawed to prove whether he fathered
between Iraq's cooperation and the lifting of
15 children by his patients through artificial
economic sanctions imposed by the Security
insemination, a defense witness says.
Council after Saddam's troops invaded Kuwait in
Government-conducted genetic testing on Dr.
August 1990.
Cecil Jacobson, his patients and their children
Baghdad is seeking target dates for the lifting of
contains many discrepancies, Dr. Jerome S.
sanctions in exchange for its full cooperation with
Mayersak, a specialist in paternity testing, testified
the U.N. Special Commission that is dismantling
Monday as Jacobson's trial entered its third week.
Iraq's weapons of mass destruction.
One of the discrepancies would exclude five of
the children as being fathered by Jacobson,
Sportswriter settles harassment suit
Mayersak said in U.S. District Court
with Patriots:
Last week, an official from Roche Biomedical
BOSTON (AP) — A sportswriter who alleged a
Laboratories, which conducted the tests, testified
New England Patriots player exposed himself in
that they showed a 99.99 percent probability that
the locker room and taunted her while teammates
Jacobson was the biological father of 15 of his
egged him on has settled her sexual harassment
patients' children.
lawsuit for a reported $250,000-plus.
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Primary.
CONTINUED from page 3

House are very worried," Eksterowicz said.
Bush still has no real campaign theme,
Eksterowicz said. "They're working on it — they
had better come out with it quickly."
Roberts said Bush's negatives are increasing
nationwide. "His message is not accepted by the

people — they don't believe him — they think he
doesn't care.
There is an agreement that Buchanan is not posing
a threat to Bush at this point
According to Eksterowicz, Buchanan will be more
of a threat come the general election. "The longer
Buchanan stays in the race, the more division he will
create in the party among conservatives."

Wiles said the subject matter of the lectures has
maintained relevance for centuries. "This lecture
series is important because the thought of Aristotle
and Thomas Aquinas is still a rich source of insight
on the nature of art and science," she said.
Junior Brian Moore said, "For students, the lecture
series is a chance to learn things outside the regular
curriculum."

One of this year's speakers is Notre Dame
Philosophy Professor Ralph Mclnerny. Mclnerny is
the author of the "Father Dowling Mysteries," which
have been made into a television series.
A book signing session will be held Thursday,
March 12. Mclnerny's novels and philosophy books
will be available at the bookstore following spring
break.

Policelog
CONTINUED/rom/xj£<r4
The suitcase and props are estimated at $125.
Destruction off Personal Property/Grand
Larceny
• The left side window of a vehicle parked in Z-tot
reportedly was broken, and items were stolen from
the car, between 2:15 a.m. and 7:12 p.m. Feb. 12.
Items reportedly stolen include stereo equipment;
MTX 10" speakers valued at $300 each; one 180watt power amp, Sherwood brand, valued at $250;
and an Alpine equalizer valued at $330.

Roberts said if there is a five-way division among
the Democratic candidates, Mario "Cuomo will ride
in on a white horse come election time."

SGA

Grant
CONTINUED from page 3

Hammond said, Buchanan "will expose the
weaknesses within the party. These weaknesses will
hurt Bush at elections, especially among
conservatives."

Destruction of Personal Property
• The left side window was broken on a vehicle
parked in Z-lot between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. Feb. 24.
Nothing reportedly was stolen.
The damage to the vehicle is estimated at $250.
• A car parked in P-lot was substantially damaged
when a tire from a truck traveling on Interstate 81
detached and struck the car between 9 p.m. Feb. 25
and 2:38 a.m. Feb. 26.
The number of drunk in public charges since Dec. 4:
51

CONTINUED from page 4
meeting.
Finance committee chair A-J Fischer announced
the bills that were killed in committee. They
included requests of: $2,900 for the Association for
Collegiate Entrepreneurs, $1,521 for the Catholic
Campus Ministry, $300 for Chemistry Society,
$3,960 for the Contemporary Gospel Singers and
$610 for MORE and Thalia.
In other business at the SGA meeting:
• Twelve new bills were proposed covering issues
such as air-conditioning in study lounges, signs for
visitors, giving more academic credit to the
marching band and controlling erosion around
Newman Lake.
• The deadline for SGA candidacy applications is
March 9 at noon. A meeting for candidates will be
that afternoon at 4 p.m. The candidates will speak
before the SGA the following evening at 5 p.m.
• Food services committee chair Allan Grimsley
announced that JMU food services is including four
guest punches on 20-meal contracts for next year.
There will be two punches per semester with a total
cost of $5.88 extra for students.

FOR 30 YEARS, OUR PEOPLE
HAVE ENDURED LONG HOURS AND
TOUGH WORKING CONDITIONS
FOR VIRTUALLY NO PAY.
AND 9 OUT OF 10 WOULD DO IT AGAIN.
In fact, many do. While immersed in different cultures, they're
making an important difference in the lives of so many. They're
people just like you—people who have skills and energies to share.
Perhaps you, too, would enjoy the chance to help people to help
themselves, and at the same time discover new, wonderful things
about yourself.
Peace Corps is in more countries today than ever before, and
needs people from a wide variety of disciplines—education,
health, the environment, agriculture, community development
engineering, the sciences, and more. With your degree, or work
experience, Peace Corps may be able to use your skills as no other
job prospect would—putting you to work where it matters, and
giving you new skills that will enhance future career or educational
opportunities. And an experience that will last a lifetime.
And while you may think
volunteering is out of the question.
Peace Corps' financial benefits are
substantial and far-reaching—they
make volunteering possible now, and
give you a unique advantage for the
future. Find out more about today's
Peace Corps.
March 26: Information Table, Campus Center, 9:00am - 3:00pm
March 26: Information Session, Sonner Hall, 6:30pm - 8:30pm
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS April 7 - 8,1992. SIGN UP WITH
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
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Tight-fisted Congress voting on financial aid

Federal bill might mean increased funds
by Mike Keatts
stqffwriter
The country's largest national
student organization is endorsing a bill
in Congress to increase financial aid
for students from all income levels.
"Loans are increasing and grants
are decreasing and that's not the way
it should be," said JMU senior Beth
Ising, who is active in the United
States Student Association.
Ising was one of three JMU
students who went to Washington,
D.C., in January to lobby with the
USSA for revision of financial aid in
the National Higher Education Act —
a revision that could raise the limit of
certain federal need-based grants from
around $2,500 to $4,500.
Under the revised act, which passed
the Senate last week, Congress would
set a limit for individual Pell Grants
each year — a limit that could be as
high as the proposed $4,500

maximum. But if Congress is short of
money in any given year, they could
set the limit lower.
Students will have to wait to see if
this act passes the House before they
can tell how high the limit for 1992'93 financial aid will be.
Ising thinks current financial aid
allocations are discriminating against
students because the amount of the
grant is completely up to the
government.
But there are a lot of students
from middle class families who also
need aid in order to attend school and
they normally don't get it, Ising said.
If they do, it's only $50 or $100,
she added.
"I'm going to be $8,000 in debt
when I graduate because of loans, and
I received a Pell Grant," said junior
Kembrew McLeod. McLeod received
a grant for only $1,000, and said he
got "one of the biggest grants given."
And McLeod isn't the only student

in the nation who isn't getting enough
money to pay for a college education.
A recent report in the "USSA
Today," the student organization's
newsletter, said that one individual
testified before Congress that he had
to sell blood in order to stay in
college.

"Something needs
to be done,
because each year
it's a battle for
money."
Beth Ising
senior
Congress also is considering
changes to the Stafford Loan process.
"I believe the new bill will

eliminate private banks from the
student loan program and the
government would directly send the
money to the schools," Sellers said.
The USSA lobbyists believe that by
eliminating private banks, one billion
additional dollars will go into the
student aid program and not into the
banks themselves, Ising said.
Sellers said, "This bill probably
will not be passed, and even if it
doesn't, there will probably be some
good things that will come out of it."
Ising said, "Something needs to be
done, because each year it's a battle
for money."
The legislative action committee of
the SGA is sponsoring a presentation,
given by USSA president Tajel Shah,
on March 17 to discuss financial aid
and steps students can take to increase
the amount of financial aid available.
"The biggest thing students can do
is to write letters to their
Congressmen," Ising said.

Credit essential for grads buying first car, dealers say
by Laura Jenkins
siaffv/riter
Without good credit, there is no such thing as a
good time to buy a car.
But a student with a good credit rating or parents
who are willing to co-sign a loan, the best time to
buy a car will be later this summer, according
to JMU marketing professor Alicia
Thompson.
Late summer is when the dealers want to
get the 1992 models off the lot to make room
for the 1993 ones in the fall.
Many students graduating in May,
however, can't wait until August to buy a car.
Many auto dealerships have special rebates
and special financing deals for recent
graduates. The hitch is, the graduate has to
have a job.
"We do our program through Dominion
Bank," said Tammy Rogers, business
manager of Harrisonburg Honda. "Any grad
can qualify within three months of graduation
for financing for a new car.
"We just need their GPA, to know that
they will be graduating on time, with a job
lined up and a letter from an employer as
proof of future income."
For students who are not in this enviably
secure financial situation, financing a new car is still
a possibility. But according to Rogers, it is usually
not possible for such students unless they have a cosigner.
After getting basic information, a credit check will
be run on the applicant. A rating will be returned

letting the financer know how much credit is
available.
Students who have gotten credit cards as a way of
establishing credit may find it's not enough.
"Credit cards can't stand on their own," Rogers
elaborated. "They help, if the balance is not high. We
need someone who has had some sort of installment

Without a good credit rating college students
forget about getting a car loan, especially without a
co-signer. If a co-signer is used, the co-signer must
have a good credit rating.
"If you have a good credit rating you're set for
life," Price explained. "Credit ratings are like a GPA
— you get one B and it's messed up.
"Your credit rating is the most important
thing in your life. It follows you everywhere."
When a student does borrow to buy a car, it
is a good idea to put down as much cash as
possible.
"This builds equity in the car," Price
explained. "You don't want to find yourself in
a situation where you owe more than the car
is worth. As soon as you drive the car off the
lot the equity is in the negative. This will
affect the trade-in value later."
Price also emphasized the importance of
being an educated consumer.
"You need to make a very careful choice
based on resale value and performance," he
said.
Another characteristic to consider as a
young car buyer is how much it will cost to
insure the car.
"You don't want to go too sporty, that can
be outrageous for a young man or woman,"
KEN BURAKER/THE BREEZE price said. "Stick to four doors and basic
loan before. Like a car or a mortgage."
amenities, keep the engine as small as possible.
Rodney Price, a salesman at Malloy Toyota in
"Color affects insurance too, red and black are the
Harrisonburg, offered a small ray of hope.
main colors on the insurance companies' hit lists."
"Student loans in your name help, sometimes
Price encourages his customers to use Consumer
credit cards in your name. Even if you have bought
jewelry on layaway, that can help your credit rating."
CARS page 9
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TWO STORES LOCATED AT:
• Cloverieaf Shopping Center
85 Carbon St.
Harrisonburg, \A
Open 8 am -10 pm
Sunday 8 am - 9 pm

» Dukes Plaza
2255 South Main St
Harrisonburg, VA
Open 24 Hours

Visa and Master Card Gladly Accepted

Spring Break

lighten
ithour

MICROREG-LIGHT
NATURAL OR BUTTER
YOUR CHOICE
CAFFEINE FREE COKE

Premium
Saltines

1/2 Price!
Jolly Time
Popcorn

890

990

16 oz. pkg.

10.5 oz. pkg.

NABISCO
REGULAR'LOW SALT-FAT FREE

Coke
Diet Coke
2 liter btl.

LOWER SALT SLICED
CAPELLINI-ELBOW MACARONI
OR REG/THIN

San Giorgio
Spaghetti

FROZEN QUAKER MAID ITALIAN

1/2 PRICE!

fy

1/2 PRICE!
Armour Bacon
Meatball Sandwich
99(£ ^^/»
i ib k

^^ $1#19
6 oz. pkg.

16 oz. box
W/THIS COUPON & $7.50 PURCHASE
- CHUNKY GARDEN STYLE
HOMESTYLE'THICK & HEARTY

Ragu
Spaghetti Sauce
26-30 oz. jar
VALID FEB. 23-29,1992
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

each

W/THIS COUPON & $7.50 PURChASE
CHEWY RECIPE

Duncan Hines
Brownie Mix
12.9 oz. pkg.
VALID FEB. 23-29,1992
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

We Sell U.S.
I
Postage Stamps I

W/ THIS COUPON & $7.50 PURCHASE

Breyers Ice Cream
or Frozen Yogurt

$1.99

990

990
3XS 69*

- ? &-

Half Gallon
VALID FEB. 23-29,1992
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

I The Fastest Way
UNlOiM to Send Money

WESTERN

Double Coupons Everyday

Quality
PWM»
Film Developing

20*

On Manufacturers' Cents-Off Coupons.
See Store For Details.

^^^m^mm^^^^ i
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Cars
JamM Madlaon Unhwralty't
6?nCOTO!
UIOlTlU
Coltags of Flm Arts of Communication*

ARK TAYLOR
and friends
The

MASTERPIECE

yzuan

Thursday, Feb. 27,1992
8 p.m. Wilson Hall
• X Adults $10,
Seniors/Cbild/JMU $6
For ticket information call the Masterpiece
Season Box Office in Harrison Hall at
(703) 568-7000. Box Office hours are
1 - 5 p.m. Monday - Friday
This program was made possible by a grant
frtm A* University Program Board.

Tickets also available at UPB Box Office.

CONTINUED from page 7
Reports magazine as a resource for
evaluating resale value and
performance.
Thompson also advocates using
Consumer Reports to learn about cars
and options.
"Read it, but don't use it as your
only resource either," Thompson said.
"They overblow some characteristics.
Talk to people you know, call car
clubs, look at other car magazines. It
is a time-consuming process if you do
it right"
But it will be time well-spent
according to Thompson.
"It will be confusing only if you
don't know what you want," she said.
Thompson has a four-step approach
to car buying.
First, "think about your specific
needs, what characteristics you want.
Don't get hung up on brands."
"After you know what you want,
get some literature — brochures from
dealers. Consumer Reports, car
magazines. Then go to the dealer and
tell them you aren't buying but just
want information.
"See how they treat you. You will
be in a better position later if you get
accurate information."
During this part of the process,
Thompson said it is "helpful to
familiarize yourself with terms. What

is fuel injection. Ask the salesperson.
"Then financing is a separate
decision. And never mention a tradein until the price and financing is set"
A final word of advice to
prospective first-time car buyers from
Thompson is to never pay full invoice
price on the car.

"It Is very unusual
to pay full price.
Push a little.
Negotiate a lot."
Alicia Thompson
marketing professor
"It is very unusual to pay full
price," she said. "Push a little.
Negotiate a lot."
Thompson advised using resources
like the Consumer Reports auto price
service to find out the dealer price.
This will give the buyer more
leverage.
Thompson emphasized that all
buyers, and especially women should
"demand respect, to be treated like
everyone else."
Buying a car can be intimidating,
but armed with a little knowledge and
some confidence, it doesn't have to
be, he said.

Sometimes to do your best work,
all you need is a change of scenery
The new Apple* Macintosh" PowerBook™ computers
give you the freedom to work any\ here you want, any
time you want.
They're small enough to fit in a hook bag. Powerful
enough for your toughest class assignments. And they're
affordable, too.
They run virtually all Macintosh software. And can
run for up to three hours on a single battery charge.
They can be expanded to up to 8MB of memory and
come standard with plenty of hard disk storage
The Apple SuperDrive'" disk drive reads from and
writes to Macintosh and MS-DOS formatted disks-

allowing you to exchange information easily with
almost any other kind of computer. Add SoftPC and
you can run MS-DOS programs, too.
With built-in AppleTalk* Remote Access software
and a modem, you can use a PowerBook to retrieve
files from your project partner's Macintosh without
leaving the library. Or log on to the library computer
without leaving your room.
There are three models from which to choose:
the PowerBook 100 is the lightest, most affordable
PowerBook, the PowerBook 140 offers higher

performance and a built-in Apple SuperDrive disk drive,
and the PowerBook HO is the highest-performance
PowerBook. All three offer bright, adjustable backlit
screens and the simplicity of Apple's latest system
software innovation—System 7. And their ergonomk.
all-in-one design makes them comfortable to useno matter where you do your best work.
See the PowerBook computers at our place today,
and while you're in, be sure to ask us for details about
the Apple Computer Loan.
There's no telling where a PowerBook could
take vou.

It's the next thing.
«
CD

For further information visit JMU Bookstore • Warren Campus Center • 568-3989
«««««««««««««««««««««««««««
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DE£P QUESTIONS AfcouT ELV\S AND AFRICA
VOTE FOR ELVIS ON A
U.S. PoSTA&E STAlAP?
TAJW OR HEAVV-SET
7

Dart...
A customcr-is-al ways-right dart to any
workers in JMU customer service offices (i.e.
the Post Office, Health Center, Records Office,
etc.) who refuse to acknowledge the person
standing at the counter whistling "William Tell"
for five minutes, while they finish worldimportant conversations about nothing.
Sent in by a student who apparently had a
sign saying "please ignore me" on her forehead
all day.

ELVIS . WHO WROTE
THOSE ELVIS SONG-S"?
SHOULD WE REISSUE
THE TWO DOLLAR BILL
AMD ?UT ELVIS ON
/
THE FROWT ?

V^

IS MOiO NIXOM'S SOK/G
"ELVIS IS B^R-YM^E1''
TRUE ? wuu MORE
PEOPLE VOTE JN THE

ELVIS ELE"cTl©K/ THA^
)N THE PWaerWJTJAiHLEcTloM^ ARE THESG
TWO ELECTIONS
COMPARABLE ?

IS ELVIS MoRE IMPoRTANTr
THAN PR. MARTIN LUTHER
KIN 6-1 ATHREE-EV€D
PIG- WITH ANTLERS.*
SEY. UAL M\1_USHAXE \
VOTE" FoR ELVIS OKI A
U.S. FQSTAG-E STAMP?
HHfiMMMM^ FUNNY
COUNTRY, EH

@u)
\ ^) 1 -^

Pat...
To Dr. Carrier for coming down to our Happy
Hour last Friday. We really enjoyed hanging out
with you. Thanks for supporting the Greek
system here at JMU and giving us a place where
all Greeks have the opportunity to live together.
Sent in by Chi Phi Fraternity.

Dart...
A mean of dart to the Duke Dog for only
sporadically appearing at the women's
basketball games. Some community children
come to games just to see the big furry guy.
Sent in by someone who has seen sad eyes.

Pat...
To IFC, Alpha Phi Omega, Earth and all the
other organizations who participated in the
Newman Lake clean-up on Saturday. A special
thanks to those who actually got into the lake to
fish out TVs, grills, etc.
From Danny Cruce, chair of lake clean-up.

Dart...
A smoking dart to those who flick their butts
on the grass. Smoking may affect you, but
littering affects everybody. The abundance of
butts around campus is unsightly. Have some
consideration for those who like to lie in the
grass and dispose of them properly.

Pat...
Yeah it's here! Have a safe break and come
back with all your limbs and at least enough
brain cells to last until graduation.

Jhe
w w-'A
JmsMtfanUMB*

editor WENDY WARREN
managing editor DAVE SCHLECK
opinion editor JOEL LANGLEY

asst. opinion afltorHEATHER E 0*NHL

Denial in the United States
America, as the press has mercilessly beaten into
us, is in trouble. So using protectionism, nationalism
and isolationism as tired buzz words for a new
decade, we have, in the tradition of U.S. political
manipulation, turned our economic woe into a nasty
scorn for our top competition.
We've come to the populist conclusion that the
Japanese, not just Japan, are the root of all evil when
it comes to consumers preferring Japanese products
and Americans losing their jobs.
If the mainstream public could get its head out of
good ol' U.S. sand, it would realize that this country,
Europe and Japan are all facing recession. The entire
industrial world is struggling to keep above the
watermark.
While a rebalance of '80s trade-gone-wild
wouldn't hurt, it is not the be-all, end-all answer to
die world's economic problems. Neither is the ever-

popular, never-productive Japan-bashing propaganda
flooding election campaings. Denial and regressive,
paranoid reaction to these dilemmas will get the
country nowhere but further behind in the race.
This is nothing new, of course. It's human nature,
and American policy, to blame outside sources for
shortcomings at home. Now, though, we face not just
growing hostility for Japan as an industrial
behemoth, but a wave of spite headed for a people —
some our own citizens.
Some would say we're merely reacting to recent
America-bashing comments made by certain
Japanese politicians. But reactionary racial ignorance
(i.e., raw attempts at bigoted humor) to defend the
state of our union is hardly becoming of the Land of
the Free.
Wake up America. Denial isn't just a river in
Egypt-

Bickering away the future
Disgruntled state legislators walked out of a
meeting with Gov. L. Douglas Wilder Monday,
giving up — for the moment — on making an
agreement on the bond issue that would help higher
education recover from the budget crisis.
Wilder had to call a special meeting with
legislatures last night to iron out a bond bill that will
be submitted to both the Senate and the House.
The scene is all too familiar. In world power
summits, international peace talks or legislative
committee meetings — politicians fail to set aside
partisanship in order to serve the people who pay
their salaries.
Virginians need a bond program to feed the
starving educational system that is making college
graduates less competitive in the job market But the
General Assembly is too busy bickering to help out
the citizens of Virginia.

Even Wilder told the General Assembly to
"submerge the egos" and "do the people's business."
The Senate passed a bond package that would
raise money for education without raising taxes or
hurting our AAA bond rating. But the House sat on
the bill and killed it.
Wilder said he would veto any bill that increased
taxes, but the House ignored common sense and tried
to push a bill with a tax increase. The Senate Finance
Committee angrily destroyed the House's bill.
The delegates and .senators seemed more
interesting in killing each other's bills than producing
a workable bond proposal.
With the newly compromised bill, the General
Assembly has another chance to help Virginians
invest in the future with a bond bill for education.
The legislators' votes will determine who they care
about most — themselves or their constituents.

THE
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LctteiM to the Editor
Coordinator of Equal claims
SGA funds well deserved
To the editor:
Come on, how about correcting an error here? Why is it
that conservatives always seem to formulate their
arguments and attack when they don't know the facts?
Actually, I am not referring to all conservatives (I do know
that generalizing is a horrible trait and portrays inaccurate
"facts"), but to Sheen Talbot, who wrote the letter
concerning the allocation of SGA funds. I am the
coordinator of Equal and feel the people of this campus
should know the reasons behind the decisions our student
government made.
Yes, the SGA granted us $1,700 dollars for a campus
event we are planning. And yes, First Right received only
$500 from the contingency fund. I realize that our grant is
much larger than our conservative counterpart but their
event is quite different than the one we are planning.
First Right is using the money to fund their Respect
life Week in April. I do not know what events are being
planned to celebrate this week but it's purpose is to educate
the campus on the "evils" of abortion. I feel Senator
Surovell had every right to question the university's
"subsidizing propaganda" because part of the money is to
be spent on pro-life videos. In my viewing some pro-life
movies, I have found that they are propaganda, and that is
their purpose to disgust people with false portrayals of
abortion in order to get the viewer to oppose the right to
choose.
I could understand Sheen Talbot's questioning if we
were also using the money to sponsor a Respect Women's
Lives Week, but we're not Equal is using the SGA money
to partially fund a GROW seminar on our campus. GROW
is an apolitical grassroots training weekend given by the
United States Student Association. Its participants will not
only be from Equal but also from 19 other student
organizations, ranging from Amnesty to Asian American
Association. Equal is working with the Council for Campus

Leaders to insure diversity and non-bias during the GROW
training. Our event is not imposing our group's beliefs on
the rest of the campus, but we are providing the
opportunity for campus leaders to learn important skills in
fighting apathy and making their groups more effective.
How can granting money for funding an event
guaranteeing to benefit the entire campus be biased?
P.S. Perhaps Ms. Talbot should examine her statement "A
'choice' is not a choice unless a person has something
from which to choose" before she decides to attack on First
Right's behalf.

Amy Wan
sophomore
English/sociology

Student questions Breeze
article and its contradictions
To the editor:
I'm writing in response to the Feb. 20 issue of The
Breeze, mere was an article entitled "JMU's Equal Fights
for Rights of Both Genders." This article was riddled with
contradiction. In the first paragraph Equal announces a
strong pro-choice stand
Then the second paragraph proclaims their will be a
"renewed fight for equal rights of all people." How does
one group stand for equal rights of all people and support
the legalized random murder of 1.6 million people a year
(in mis country alone)? The right to life is the most basic
fundamental human right of all.
Nowhere eke in our laws do we permit one human
being, male or female, to "choose" to end the life of
another human being. Equal's pro-choice stand isn't a fight
for equality, its an attempt to gain female supremacy. This
organization wants women to have the right to randomly
"choose" to kill their children.
Men and women certainly should be entitled to decide
what they do with their own bodies. But if we continue to
allow one human being to terminate the life of another

Addressing our complaints
Yo. Steve. I just read your uh, your cartoon in
them without thinking to complain. Unfortunately,
The Breeze. It realty sucks my dick. What possessed
because few students today realize that one person
you to put it in there? Fool!
can make a difference, they
Excuse me for including such
suffer through undesirable
delightful language in this
circumstances without making
column but the preceding quote
GUEST COLUMNIST any effort to improve the
was taken directly from my
situation by taking action. But
answering machine, and I
not my altruistic phone friend.
-Steve Cindoyan
wanted to be sure to justly
This upstanding young man took
represent my charming anonymous fan by printing
it upon himself to try and affect a change by
his full message unedited. This affectionate
verbalizing the way he feels, instead of just sitting
there and taking it. May this enterprising youngster
sentiment brings to mind issues of free speech and
student apathy. I want to commend my gracious
be an example to us all. Dissension is our right We
phone caller for not quietly accepting something he
can protest, satirize, voice our opinions, and change
didn't agree with, and for taking the initiative to
things. We can show we care.
express his opinion. His intentions were admirable
It is also great that we have a place such as this
though his efforts may have been a little misguided.
paper where we can write about our concerns. If
Several weeks ago, I too became a little
one has a gripe, he or she can have their opinions
disgruntled at the student comic strips, which did
published, and perhaps something can be done
not strike me as being very comic. People said that I
about it. I did not write my comic strip because I
could not complain if I was unwilling to do
thought I was the most talented artist or the funniest
anything about it. So I tried to submit my own
person around, but I wanted to see something
comic strip, which was declined for what I did not
different and maybe even better. But for better or
believe to be a particularly valid reason. Then I
for worse, I did it And I wholeheartedly encourage
criticism. That is the great thing about free speech.
wrote a letter to the editor detailing my objections
with the signatures of concurring students attached.
We have the right to disagree with whatever we
When I was then told that this paper gladly accepts
read.
So, if you don't like something, go ahead and
comic snips from artists willing to submit them on a
regular basis, I decided to put my money where my
complain. But please send your complaint here so it
mouth is, and I gave The Breeze a collection of
can be shared with the entire college community,
and not just those who listen to my answering
comic strips which I had drawn. The first was
published last Thursday to the welcome response I
machine.
referred to earlier.
Most students would endure matters that bother
Sieve Cindoyan is a sophomore majoring in theatre.

human being can we as a society call ourselves civilized?
Maureen McCuHough
junlor
accourrting

Applications for graduation
speaker are now available
To the editor:
Last year the SGA was able to get a graduating senior
or graduate student to speak during the May graduation
ceremony. It was a great success. Once again, there will be
a graduating senior or graduate student speaking this May.
If anyone is interested in applying, the applications are
available in die Student Government Association Office in
the Warren Campus Center room 114. The application and
speech is due March 16 in the SGA office.
Upon reception the speeches will be judged on content
by a panel of students and faculty. The top four speeches
will be chosen. The people who wrote those speeches will
then present them to the panel, and the panel will
determine the speech to be given at May Graduation.
If you have any questions, please feel free to stop by
the SGA office or call. Thank you.
Josh Gordon
Chairperson
Graduation Speech Committee

Review Sports Editor wants
to be judged for contributions
To the editor:
After reading Mr. Wasson's letter in the Feb. 20
edition of The Breeze, I felt it necessary to respond to his
allegations. Unfortunately, Mr. Wasson may be
stereotyping the members of tile Madison Review —
assuming that everybody involved with the Review agrees
with everything printed in the publication?
As Sports Editor of The Madison Review, I am only
responsible for the "Sports and Recreation'' section of die
publication. While other members of the Review, including
myself, may know about the subject matter of the articles
to be included in the publication, we are rarely aware of die
content of the articles until we see The Review for die first
time — usually when it is distributed on campus.
Personally, I do not agree with all of the material in The
Review, but I do agree with some of it Furthermore, it
should not be surmised that I do believe in all of the
material contained in each issue. This practice, I believe, is
stereotyping members of the press.
Therefore, I believe that the people involved with any
publication, such as The Madison Review or The Breeze,
should be judged based on their contributions to their
publication. If this practice is followed, the problem of
press members being stereotyped will decrease immensely.
Mark Schneider
Sports Editor
Madison Review

Elections committee asks
student body to join campaign
To the editor:
The Campus Elections Committee (CEC) would like to
encourage all JMU undergraduate students to participate in
the upcoming campus elections.
The position of SGA President, Administrative Vice
President, Legislative Vice President, Secretary, and
Treasurer, and Honor Council President and Vice
President, are up for grabs. If you are interested in
proposing a referendum to the student body on this year's
ballot, inquire in the SGA office.
If you are tired of simply complaining and actually
want to "make a difference," run for an office. We
challenge you to show the university community the way
things ought to be done. Please come by the SGA office in
the WCC to pick up your Elections Eligibility Packet.
Applications are due March 9.
Join the campaign I
Campus Elections Committee

™
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(Top Right) Stacey Waddell, Kimbcr Phillips and Aim
Eng perform "Christmas at the Pavlova." (Bottom Right)
Kimber Phillips in "Christmas at the Pavlova." (Center)
Katie Hovda, Andre Fan-is, Megan Grow, Jennifer
Fewel, and Jem Rivera rehearse "On Occasion."
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W hosts college dance festival
f grace, energy and motion will All the stages and studios
department of dance hosts performances from 28 schools
itna be a lot of people with a lot of energy in one place
" JMU associate professor of dance Kate Trammel! said,
inual Mid-Atlantic Regional American College Dance
today with a guest performance by Mark Taylor &
v York-based modern dance company,
time ever, JMU was chosen to host the American
Festival Association's conference. The renovation of
ffer Theatre and the flooring improvements in Godwin
nade the school more suitable for the festival.
1 offers tremendous visibility for JMU," said William
»tor of JMU's dance program. "We can show people
I at this institution."
nances are planned for the festival, including the Mark
ds concert tonight
ding the group, Taylor taught dance at Princeton
ved as Artistic Director of Pittsburgh's resident
lance company and created a commissioned work for the
illet. Taylor's works have been performed around the
ensemble is now supported by both the National
r the Arts and the New York Foundation for the Arts,
it performances will be given in Latimer-Schaeffer
f these will be a faculty concert featuring William Seigh
\1 vin Mayes of the University of Maryland and
"rammell, a duo of JMU dance faculty members.
I centers around a series of adjudications where student
formances will be evaluated by a panel of judges. The
several of the best works for the Gala Program on
at 8:30 in Wilson Hall.
> are eligible to enter the National College Dance Festival
May.

"It's [the National Festival] a national organization that exists to
bring together people in college dance programs for the purpose of
exchange and sharing," Trammel! said.
In the regional festival, each school can submit two pieces for
adjudication. This year, about 400 dancers from 28 schools will perform
in 45 pieces at JMU.
"People make connections and make friends," Trammel! said. "They
make professional connections that will be important to them in a few
years."
The schools participating in the Mid-Atlantic Region are Duke
University, Mary Washington College, North Carolina State University
and Purdue University. Dancers from Ohio, Canada, New York, and
Indiana are also participating.
The participants teach and attend classes for three days on topics like
modem dance, ballet, jazz, acting for dancers, partnering and
improvisation as well as several workshops like performance art and
physical therapy.
The goal of the festival is to see what other college dancers and
dance professionals are doing chorcographically.
Each of the five adjudication sessions consists of performance and
critique. After the dancers have Finished their pieces, the judges give
feedback in order to allow dancers and choreographers the opportunity
to learn from the experience.
The panel consists of three prominent professionals in the dance
community. Linda Belans, dance critic for the Raleigh News and
Observer, and an award-winning dance commentator for WUNC-FM,
Robert Small serves as artist-in-residence at Washington University
and Blonde!) Cummings tours the United States performing solo as well
as group works.
After over a year on the drawing board, the regional festival will
come to life at JMU, giving students and faculty the opportunity to see
dancers from across the country.
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Grammys reward
seasoned artists
by Gayle Cohen
stqffwriter
Bonnie Raiu's three Grammys are
definitely something to talk about,
but Natalie Cole's 7 are even more
unforgettable.
Raiu's "Something to Talk About"
received the best pop female vocal
award at Tuesday night's 34th annual
Grammy Awards in New York City.
She also won best solo rock vocal
performance for her album "Luck of
the Draw" and best rock duo/group
for "Good Man, Good Woman,"
which she sang with Delbert
McClinton on her album.
Cole, however, took the top
honors of the evening, including top
album, record, and song of the year
prizes for her high-tech hit
"Unforgettable."
Irving Gordon, who wrote
"Unforgettable," received the
writer's prize for song of the year.
R.E.M. won the pop duo award for
"Losing My Religion" and the
alternative album award for "Out of
Tune."
While the stars were out in force

for the evening, one group of
nominees was unable to attend the
ceremony. A group of inmates at a
New Jersey prison received a
nomination in the long-form video
category for their rap mini-album
"The Lifers' Group."
There were 78 categories in all,
including jazz, classical, rock, rap
and country. The activities
surrounding the event generated an
estimated $40 million.
Other winners include:
• Marc Cohn won the best new
artist award, over favored groups
such as C&C Music Factory.
• Garth Brooks received the best
country male vocal award.
• Metajlica won the heavy metal
award — the groups third such
award.
• Bryan Adams' "Everything I
Do I Do for You" received six
nominations, but won only one
Grammy for best song written
specifically for a motion picture.
• BeBe and CeCe Winans won
the award for Contemporary Gospel
albulmfor "Different Lifestyles."
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Located near Greek Row
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SPRING BREAK
PARTY
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fQr a song

Park performers put music in motion
by Laura L Hutchison
focus on... editor

Several JMU students auditioned
last month for the chance to perform
between the roaring roller coasters and
the splashy water rides at King's
Dominion amusement park.
These jobs are a tradition for JMU
students, and several worked at the
park last summer.
"For me, working at the park was
great," said Tom Schultheis, a senior
psychology major. "I live in
Richmond, so I got to stay at home
and save some money and do
something I enjoy."
Schultheis worked for the past two
summers in the pop show, which
consists mainly of Top 40 music and
dancing.
And for some performers, getting
there was the hardest part
"I had planned to audition the year
before, but I chickened out at the last
minute," senior Tracey Lee said.

"Then over the summer I went and
saw my friends who were in the
shows, and I thought I had really
missed out So I decided that the next
year I was going to do it, and 1
auditioned and did it"
Lee was in the "Summer Rhythms"
show, which consisted of songs from
the 60s and'70s from artists like the
Doobie Brothers and the Jackson 5.
But before they made it to the park,
all the performers had to get through
videotaped auditions.
"It was kind of intimidating,
actually," said sophomore Kevin
Lauder. an international business
major who also worked in the pop
show.
"It was the first professional
audition I had ever been to," Lauder
said. "I had been in front of a panel to
sing before, and the singing part was
kind of the same thing — just on a
higher level. They had a video^amera
set up and an 'X' on the floor that you
had to stand on so you'd be lined up

COURTESY Of VINCE RHODES

JMU sophomore Ben McCtusky and Va. Tech junior Charisse Hi!
perform -Oh Lonesome Me" in the American Country show at
Kings Dominion.

COURTESY Of TRACEY LEE

JMU senior Tom Schultheis and felow performer Audrey
Lubienski sing out in the Pop Show.
with the camera.
'Tor the dance audition, you had all
these people — enough to fill the stage
in Wilson auditorium — auditioning. I
didn't have any real dance training or
anything. But you can't let the
intimidation show. It's just one of
those things where you say 'What the
hell,' and smile as big and bright as
you can and just go for it"
Most of the performers who are
chosen for one of the shows are
contacted by phone, others receive a
letter.
Weekend rehearsals begin at the
end of February, and the actual
performances begin on weekends
when the park opens at the end of
March.
According to the performers, the
hard work pays off.
"Performing, I had a blast 1 learned
a lot and met a lot of people," said
sophomore Ben McClusky, who was
in the country music show. "You can't
beat getting paid for performing. It
was fun being around my friends from
school throughout the summer and
having a chance to perform."
Schultheis agreed. "From a
performer's point of view, it gives you
the opportunity to be in an
environment where you gel to interact
on stage," he said. "It lets you become
more skilled in how to perform.
"Socially, it's a comfortable
environment because there are so
many people there from JMU. There
are so many familiar faces in your
show or others — there's a strong
support network."
And experience wasn't the only
rewarding part of the summer, Lee
said.
"It was always fun," she said. "We

had a great cast It was music I liked
— stuff I could relate to.
"Our show was on the bandstand by
the Eifell Tower. It was a real vocal
show and the one where performers
could relate the most with the
audience. I liked it because we could
act like idiots when we wanted to.
Like most shows, it was structured,
but we could free-for-all more than
most of the other shows."
And apparently the free-for-all
worked.
"I don't think there was one time
after a show that someone didn't walk
up to at least one of us and say they
liked the show," Lee said. "It was
really well-received by the audience
and the park."
Lee's show won "Best Show of the
Year" in what she described as the
"In-park Academy Awards," a formal
awards ceremony held at the end of
the season.
All the performers, including
Lauder, have their off-the-wall stories
about their shows.
"During our show, we used some
chairs on stage as props," Lauder said.
"And there was this one point where
the girls were supposed to do a turn
and then sit on their chairs. This one
girl did her turn and then completely
missed her chair. For a minute, we
were afraid she might have really hurt
herself. But once we realired she was
ok, it was hilarious."
Lee remembers a rivalry with
McClusky and the other members of
the country show.
"We had a real rivalry with the
country show," she said. "We had this
competition to sabotage each other's
KINGS DOMINION page 16
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Kings Dominion
these performers say they do it
because they love it.
shows, beginning in June and lasting
"The best part of performing for me
throughout the whole season. We
is when I'm performing something I
would come up to do our show and
want to do, it's a chance for personal
find all our tambourines taped
expression," Lauder said.
together, or one time they powdered
"When I'm performing something
our drums, so every time the drummer
someone else wants me to do — like
played, he went ■■M^^HHu^^Mi^HHMBBHHiH^^M
^MM when you're
given a solo and
up in a cioud. "The best part of
"One lime
.
.
_
you don't like
they came and performing for me IS
the song — it's
a challenge to
dressing room when I'm performing
make it work
regardless of the
song,
the
situation,
the
and they took jfs a chance for
all our clothes
audience or the
and costumes personal expression." other people
you're
and crazy glued
- Lailder
K
our makeup to
"
""""
perform ing
the counters."
performer
with. It's just a
But
the
challenge to pull
summer wasn't all fun and games,
it off."
Schultheis said
Schultheis said, "From a
"Some people think that working in
performance standpoint, it's great to
shows at King's Dominion isn't real
work with people in a show and
work," he said. "I got paid real money
interact with them to make the best
for it, so as far as I'm concerned, it's a
possible entertainment — the best
real job. I did four shows a day —
show for yourselves and the people
sometimes in 100-degree weather.
who see it.
There's nothing really small about
"I really appreciate being able to do
that, and it dispels the belief that
something I enjoy as well as get paid
performing is all glamourous."
for it. There's something that seems
But regardless of the work or pay,
unique in that"
CONTINUED from page 15
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Women win one for seniors, 63-58
by Steve Miranda
sutff writer
It was senior night at the Con vo last night, and the
JMU women's basketball team ended the home
schedule in style with an emotional 63-58 win over
CAA rival George Mason.
The win leapfrogged the Dukes, 14-10, 7-6 in the
CAA, past Mason and American into sole possession
of fourth place in the conference with one conference
game remaining.
Mason fell to 13-12,6-7 in the CAA.
"All the emotion of the season was brought out
tonight in senior night," JMU coach Shelia Moorman
said. "It wasn't artistic, but we played well enough to
win."
Seniors Chrystal Navarro, Brandy Cruthird,
Elnora Jones, and a teary-eyed Emily McCracken
were honored in a pre-game ceremony.
"I love coach [Moorman] a lot and she's been a
great influence on my life," McCracken said after the
game. "It's hard to put into words."
The last time these two teams met. Mason rallied
from an eight-point deficit to beat the Dukes 60-51
in Fairfax. The Patriots were looking for another
comeback win last night as they cut a 13 point
second half JMU lead to three with 3:41 remaining.
But JMU sophomore guard Gail Shelly drained a

17-foot jumper and Cruthird hit a layup to open the
game up and force GMU to foul.
Neither team was able to convert down the
stretch and the Dukes held on for the win.
Freshman guard Krissy Heinbaugh led JMU in
scoring with 12 points on five of six shooting from
the field including two three-pointers.
McCracken and freshman guard Christina Lee
followed Heinbaugh in scoring for the Dukes as the
two guards chipped in with 10 apiece.
Leading all scorers on the night was Mason
forward Nickie Hilton with 24 points.
Cruthird, who finished with eight points and three
rebounds, said the game meant something special.
"It had more meaning because it was our last
night on the floor," Cruthird said. "The whole game
was sheer emotion. We wanted to have good
memories of our last game at the Convocation
Center."
Last night's attendance of 850 helped set a new
Convocation Center record for average attendance
in a women's season. The Dukes this season have
drawn a total of 15,045 fans in 12 home games for
an average of 1,254 per contest.
"The fans here at the Convocation Center have
meant a lot to us," Jones said. "It was nice to give
them a win tonight"

CRAIG NEWMAN/THE BREEZE

JMU senior forward Brandy Cruthird.

Morabito's clutch hit
gives JMU 11-10 win
by Greg Abel
sports editor

MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE

Scott Forster had a rough outing in his debut for the Dukes.

When JMU center fielder Rob
Morabito connected for a gamewinning single to center field
yesterday with one out in the bottom
of the ninth, a bizarre 11-10 victory
was finally complete for the Dukes.
In beating visiting George
Washington, the Dukes (2-1) trailed
6-1 early, then scored nine
unanswered runs to go ahead 10-6,
then yielded four Colonial runs in the
top of the ninth to allow a tie before
Morabito's hit plated pinch runner
Jason Troillo to give JMU its second
win of the year.
The line drive single off Colonial
pitcher Scott Sharp came with the sun
going down and the game over three
hours old.
"I don't know how Morabito even
saw the ball," JMU coach Ray
Heatwole said. "I think the good Lord
was with us today."
On a cool afternoon at Long
Field/Mauck Stadium, Heatewole was
likely thinking otherwise during the
early innings. Scott Forster, making
the first start of his JMU career, got

rocked early as the left-hander yielded
five runs in just over one inning of
work.
With a runner on first and no outs
in the top of the second and GW
leading 4-1, Heatwole called on
another freshman, right-hander Joe
Lucas, to bail the Dukes out. After
struggling a bit when he first entered
the game, Lucas settled down to give
Heatwole five quality innings,
allowing only one earned run on seven
hits.
While Lucas cooled off the
Colonials' hitters, the JMU lineup got
hot during the middle innings to help
mount a comeback.
Fueled by a costly GW error and
doubles off the bats of second
baseman Jeff Kaufman and shortstop
Rob Mummau, JMU picked up two
runs in the third to cut the GW margin
to 6-3.
JMU hitters continued the attack in
the fourth and fifth innings as the
Dukes pounded Colonials starter Matt
Aminoff for four hits and three runs in
both innings. After five complete,
JMU led 9-6.
Heatwole said he never felt as
BASEBALL page 18
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On a mission
Women's tennis team gunning for CAA title in '92
by Chris Trible
staffvniter

• -.

•

The JMU women's tennis team sent a message to
their CAA rivals Saturday with a 9-0 whitewashing
of Maryland. The Dukes are back in action with a
new look, a new No. 1 player, and an explosive
group of players gunning to unseat the perennial
CAA favorite William & Mary.
JMU looked like a dominating team capable of
such a feat. The home team did not yield a single set
to the Terrapins while cruising to victory in their first
home match of the spring season.
Head coach Maria Malerba was "pleasantly
surprised" by her team's performance.
"It's tough to beat anyone 9-0, and especially to
do so against a team that's consistently as strong as
Maryland.''
The win was an important one for the Dukes after
falling 5-3 at powerful Virginia Commonwealth in
the opening match of the year. The Rams have a
wealth of talent, led by six foreign players.
"It was a tough match to lose, since we had never
lost to them,'' Malerba said. "We knew it would be
close. We played good doubles, but just couldn't pull
out the singles."
Senior Captain Amy Wilder agreed.
"We should have beat VCU. We just weren't
singles-tough. But we've been working hard on
singles in practice ever since."
If singles are a weakness, JMU certainly looked as
if the problem was solved against an overwhelmed
Maryland squad. New No. 1 Jody Craybas pounded
Michelle Daigle 6-1, 6-2; No. 2 Daniela Pino
crushed Lisa Rosenberg 6-1,6-0; and No. 6 Caroline
Cox cruised to a 6-0,6-0 victory over Robin Spiegel.
Coming off a sterling 20-4 record last year, the
Dukes have high expectations. Despite a relatively
young lineup that boasts three sophomores, a
freshman, and only two seniors, Malerba believes
her team can compete with anyone.
"I think we'll have a really good year," she said.
"We're still kind of young, but we hope to prove
something this semester. We keep improving every
semester, and in the next few years we'll really have
something to look forward to."
Craybas is living proof that the future is now for
JMU. Only a sophomore, Craybas gained the top
spot after a meteoric rise from the No. 5 position last
fall. She finished the fall campaign at No. 3, and
took the top spot from Pino in a challenge match this
spring. Craybas welcomes the opportunity to play at
No.l.
"It makes me want to work twice as hard now. I
look forward to playing more challenging matches,"
she said

FILE PHOTO

JMU sophomore Jody Craybas has assumed the No. 1 singles position for the Dukes.
Malerba was not surprised by Craybas' ascension
to No.l.
"She ended the fall playing so well, and she has
maintained that level."
But Craybas can expect a rematch with Pino, who
had held the top spot for over a year.
Pino is "still playing No.l doubles, but I think
she's lost a little confidence in singles," Malerba
said. "She knows she'll have to work hard to get that
back, but no one likes to get bumped down."
According to Malerba, the changing of the guard
should not disrupt the team. "Leadership comes from
the seniors more than from a number on the team."
Tough intra-squad play should prepare the Dukes
well for an imposing schedule that includes a fourmatch week in Florida during Spring Break and
further out-of-conference tests with Penn State and
Ohio State.
"I think every match will be close," Malerba said.
"The schedule will demand much of our players, but
everybody we play is beatable."
Said Wilder, "I don't think we'll have a problem

with anyone except William & Mary. The
conference finals should come down to us and
William & Mary."
The Tribe has been a cut above JMU in recent
years, but this Dukes team feels it can be the one to
break that streak.
Craybas said, "We're a very solid team all the
way through. We're very confident. Because we're
so solid, we'll have a good chance at doing well
against William & Mary."
Added Malerba, "William & Mary is a Top 20
team, but we know we can give them a battle at
every individual match."
Although the conference finals are still in the
distant horizon, the belief that they can bring home
the championship already shows in the Dukes' play.
JMU feels it has something to prove, and this team
just may be destined to finally stop the Tribe come
tournament time.
"We have nothing to lose against William &
Mary," Malerba said, "and we know we have a
chance to do something special."

Mitchell, the Dukes' hard-throwing junior, walked
the first man he faced to load the bases with one out.
The right-hander then got catcher Joe Ferguson to hit
a double-play ball to Mummau, but the ball skidded
under Mummau's glove allowing two runs to score.
A sacrifice fly off the bat of Dave Fletcher pulled
GW to 10-9 with two outs and Ferguson scored the
tying run on a double by Sharp. Mitchell finally
struck out shortstop Kevin Patton to end the inning.

In JMU's half of the ninth, first baseman Whit
Babcock led off and reached on an error, GW's sixth
of the game. After Troillo came in to run, he was
sacrificed to third by right fielder Chris Williams,
then took third on a wild pitch, setting up Morabito's
game-winning hit.
"We told them just to keep battling," Heatwole
said. "This team showed a lot of character today
because they could've folded early and they didn't."

Baseball
CONTINUED from page 17
though his team was out of the ball game.
"The game's nine innings long," Heatewole said.
"I don't think you ever get to a point where you say
you can't come back, especially early in the game."
With a seemingly comfortable 10-6 lead entering
the top of the ninth, Heatwole saw his team selfdestruct with closer Larry Mitchell on the mound and
two runners on base.
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Big Time ousts Unfinished
Business in intramural final
by Ryan Ketch urn
stqffwriter
Perennial intramural powerhouse Big Time lived
up to its name Tuesday night, capturing the men's
intramural basketball championship.
Big Time, composed mainly of JMU football
players, ousted Unfinished Business 48-41 at
Godwin Gym to post the team's third straight
intramural title.
Guard Jackie Moore led all scorers with 17 points.
Dwight Robinson supported Moore's scoring by
contributing 11. Big Time's starting lineup included
Moore, Robinson, Jamel Harris, Dwayne Hayes and
Kevin White.
By the end of the first half. Big Time had jumped
out in front to a 23-18 lead. A scoring run by Big
Time in the opening stages of the second half
widened the gap before Unfinished Business rallied
to make the final margin only seven points. But Big
Time's second half lead was never threatened.
The game was fast paced and exciting with
spectacular dunks by Moore and Hayes.
"We stuck together as a team and we didn't get
down when we made mistakes," Hayes said. "Wc
kept executing our offense, we kept our heads in the
game."
The scoring for Unfinished Business was led by
Mark Prendergast with 13 points and Mike Delgado
added 12. Delgado, along with teammates Bryan

Cochran and John Stamper, ran into foul trouble as
each tallied four fouls.
Unfinished Business showed an unusual amount
of team spirit. Some team members even had "UB"
shaved into their heads. Crowd spirit also ran high.
Unfinished Business' scrappy starting lineup was
composed of three guards and two forwards. Mike
Delgado and Rich Gibson manned the frontcourt,
while Brian Cochran, Mark Prendergast and Kelly
Scott played out on the perimeter. The starters scored
35 out of the team's 41 points. Stamper came off the
bench to contribute six points.
In the women's basketball finals, also played
Tuesday night, The Slammcrs had no problem at all
with Delta Gamma as they cruised to a 42-2 win.
The Slammcrs are made up of Chantel Schwandt,
Ann Metzger, Lori Slrollman, Julie Reule, Shelly
Wilson, Jamie Dykes, Suzi Pizzuro and Cheryl Carr.
In other intramural news, champions of wallyball
and racquetball also were recently crowned.
In wallyball. Vanilla Thunder took the men's title.
B-Fine captured the women's title, and Body Count
won the co-rec championship.
In the racquetball tournament, the mixed doubles
title was captured by the team of men's soccer coach
Tom Martin and women's track coach Gwen Harris.
The intermediate men's tide went to Walt Aldridge.
Sarah Neville grabbed the women's singles title, and
the duo of Dave Jewisiak and Dave Tompkin won
the men's doubles championship.

RYAN KETCHUM/THE BREEZE

Dwight Robinson (shooting) scored 11
points for Big Time in their 48-41 win.
.•>

Financial Aid

Spend a Day at the ZOO!

i
Come discover Big Mountain Skiing Within Reach from
atop Snowshoe's 4,848 foot summit. Ski 1500' vertical and
33 trails with 100% snowmaking served by 7 triple chairs.
Convenient ski-in ski-out lodging.
With merits like these, it's "snow wonder" that Snowshoe
has been ranked the #2 weekend destination by Ski
Magazine (October 1991) and the #1 resort in the Southeast
by Snow Country (September 1991) for the second year in a
row.

Save up to 50% on skiing
and up to 35% on lodging
during the "Almost Heaven" value season,
beginning March 8,1992
Call today
for Reservations & Information

(304)572-1000
WJMN REACH

Dally Ski Report (304) 572-4636

Make plans today to be there!
Sat. Feb. 29, 12 noon

JMU Men's Basketball
vs. Richmond

The residence halls will remain open until
Saturday at 3 p.m. Feb. 29

NFL Presentations to formerJMU Athletes
Reebok Giveaway & Pepsi 1/2 Court Shot

Alumni game following the game
HTS Televised
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Each fully furnished 4 bedroom
apartment comes with:
Double bed in each bedroom
Spacious bathroom w/ full length mirror
Stain resistant wall to wall carpet
Patio or balcony
Built-in microwave oven
Garbage disposal
Free sewer & water
Full time maintenance
Full size washer and dryer
in each unit
FREE CABLE hook-ups
in each bedroom &
one in the living room
Office Hours
5 telephone hook-ups
Mon.-Fri.- 9-5
one in each bedroom &
Sat. -10-5
one in the living room
Sill!.- By Appointment Only

The Commons
Apartments are
renting fast...
Call The
Commons
today at
432-0600 and
get off campus
this fall!
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CALVIN & HOBBES/BMWatterson

FAR SIDE/Gary Larson

I R£M> TW.T TEW* ROOSEVELT
OMCE SMO. ' Oo WW *JU Q.N
YJtW <NHKV XOJ VME
WERE WO *RE.*

SWJEL TWE. WMX.' SHOVEL
1HEWMX.' THKTii AU. I'M
GOOD R*.
NSXMD MERE.

Hin N*WT Ml POWERFUL
WEVLECT'' W &JW>WG
GENWS VS BEING SWWOtffit)
I *SP\RE TO MORE VAKH
BRUTE SVAVEUBoR'

OF COURSE. I DOUBT )
HE WAS W THE TUB

WEH \£SM&THKT/

THESE HN95.' THE5E MWOAHG
HANDS ME DESTINED TO
CREWE UtWBMY-OF VENDERS,
TET HERE TUENRE WORN TO
THE BONE \N UHPULEMLlWG
DWDGEW.' WHAT A.
MONSTROUS \NJ0ST\CE!

Li*i_

DONG

1QU REALU
NEED
PROFESStoNAL
HELP.

Ont«ur rodeos

TREVOR THE TREE FROG/Bob Wooding ton
SH0oriW6 otf

£l?oop.

-

..'
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BEST
FUNDRAISER
ON CAMPUS!

(Breeze
will be
March 12,
1992.

433-0900

• NO SALES
• NO INVESTMENT
• BUILD TEAM WORK
• HAVE FUNI

WMti

*

•caps

• glassware

*"P

*We have Matdi Cras masks in stock

supplies

Call Today
(800)592-2121 Ext. 151

i;'n,:v"

««■

In The Mall

Greeks:
Stock
up on

Your student organization can earn
up to Si.500 in just one week
sponsoring a marketing program
for a Fortune 500 Company.

Enjoy spring break.
We will.

PffZfiZZ

Happy Sp«rm says,
"OUmeupr
•-

Iff

WXJM Semi-Annual

Delicious TCBV
WAFFLE CONES
Hurry Down to
your local .__.._„
paticlpatlng TCBV*
store. This Offer
won't last long!

—_

C on\ million

Offer good March 1 thru March 31,1992
1651 E. Market Sq. Harrisonburg, VA

CD's, Records, Tabes, & the Mew WXJM T-shirt

434-6177

March 9 & 10 10-4 PC Ballroom

M>TT

A ■ irr^

GET A LIFE

Nobody Just Eats, Sleeps, And Studies.
t

flStlbT

1C R O S S I N G |

Apartment Community
THERE'S ALWAYS MORE TO DO AT ASH BY CROSSING, WHEN IT COMES TO
ACTIVITIES AND FUN. OUR PROFESSIONAL ON-SITE MANAGEMENT IS GOING
ALL-OUT TO THROW EVERYTHING FROM SUPER BOWL TO TAILGATE
PARTIES, AND MORE. ITS NO WONDER THE WORD IS OUT

The Best Living Is Here, At Ashby Crossing.
-

1235-F Devon Lane, Harrisonburg. Virginia • Telephone 432-100!
Mon.-Fri. 9 A.M. to 5P.M. • Sat. 10 A.M. to 1 P.M. 2P.M, toSPM
Professional!; managed bvSnvder Hunt

.

f=J
»*3Sz
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FOR RENT
281 Campbell 81 - Avaiable June 1. *2 »
Moy31.»^43M047
Largo MMM - 4 or 5 BR*. E. Market St.

OHM

Groat Extraa Plue 11-1/2 month leasee 2
living rooma, 4 BRa. *■> lurniahad Hunan
Ridge-local ownar. 433-1333 ahar 6 pm

AUGUST RENTALS
(DUTCWILL COURT-4 BLOCKS)

1 BEDROOM APTS.
(DUTCHMILL COURT)
-FREE 1st 30 Days Rent
-Short Month-Monlh LHM Or
Longtr
-Deposit NagotlaU*

(Among Tha Largest ft Quartos) 3 8 4 BR
Unto Noor JMU)

18RAPT. $315
3 BR TOWNHOUSE $550
(10NLY)
fsUPSlLAflGE MASTER BR)
(ACCOM0OATES >4 PEOPLE)

4BRTOWNHOUSE $700
(2-1/2 BATHS) (1 ONLY)

-$315 Par Month

(J14 BR WITS CAN ■ PARTLY FURMSHED)

Applies To AH Unit* WMi LIMN

AJUnrteAre Vary Quiet (No Partlos),

Beginning Betvnen Today » April 30

Almoet New, Very Energy Efficient,

(Good Only Whs* Supply Lasts)

Have Large BRa A Private Patio* For

Quiet, No Part lee

Townhouoaa. Good Nalghborhood,

4 Blocka From JMU.

at Sale, Wao) Li, A On Bus Route

Sal., Wee-Ll Ntlghborhood

434-2100 (Owner/Manager)

Cheap! FBI/US Seized - '89 Mercedes,
$200. '86 VW, 850 '87 Mercedes. $100. '65
Mustang, $50. Choose Irom thousands
starting $25. 24-hour recording ravaala
data* (601) 3794929 CccyigrtiVAllKJC

SSSShhhhh - Sometime* you have to have
quart to collect your thoughts At Park Apt*..
we want to help you achieve that goal Ask
about our Utility Package-*! ona of the best
433-2621 EHO

1987 Volkswagen Cabriolet - AC, alloy
wheels, naw pain, newty reconctbned. good
top, tun car that rune fine $6,800. CM 4325500.

ADOPTION

HELP WANTED
The Aaanlw been aeMDy campus poen not
toruna Ha>WaaM ad aaking kw-*a*ean*»
adt *»y tape* I type." Canpue poke have
recewed compUnx kom pwpl* mho n*»
arawaredtiaad
II you hav* any Nomaion cmcanaig lit ad,
pleas* conset campus a dty polo*.
$40,000/Yrl Read Books 8 TV Script* - Fi
out simple 'kko/donl Iks' lorm Easyl Fun.
relaxing at home, beach, vacations
Guaranteed paycheck. 24-hour recording,
(801) 379-2925 Copyright IVAl 1KEB.
Warehouee/Dellvory - Part time, 1-5 pm,
Mon• Fri Must have good timing record. 434
9975

HAPPY, C AflJNG, SUCCESSFUL,
PROFESSIONAL woman wants to grve your
baby a warm, loving. Snancialy secure.
laughter-tiled home.
CM SHEILA cosset (202) 362-8630
WE CAN HELP EACH OTHER!
AIA Congratulatea Heidi B. on her
"special" recogntanl
Bluaatene Yeerbook is now accepting
applications lor next year's stall Applications
available at rlo desk or AS215. Due Mon ,
Mar. 16.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
RUN FOR OFFICE!
Application* lor SG A ft Honor Council
executive position* an available NOW In
the SGA Office in the WCC
DEAOUNE:
MARCH 9

On Bus Route

434-2100
(Owmr/Managar)
University Cowl - $660/mo.. 3 BR. 2 baih.
WD, patio, pool, lease 8/1/92-7/31/93.
usuafr to 3 **jdeol*. CM 568-4394.
2 M Apt.. CMN T. JUU - 4 girta need 2
more to ohm big house. Si80/mo. AJoo 7 BR
houaa, 290 W. Wote Individual lessee 433
6156, leave rneeeage.
4 M. 2 Bath Heuoo Far Rant - In town
location On but IQUM Nica yard, Ironl porch
DW, WO, Juna '92-May '93. $850/mo plus
utMies. Cal Bob Wan, (703) 743-7639

ttttt
Discount Laaaaa Available New Far
HtM9fSTatM
4tR,fuHyhimlal»d(W/t), microwave)
Waal location within Wocka at JMU.
Groups oMorS
For mon Intonaation, ajajaj cal
4324641, Knupp Raal Estate

Hay A/Or Summar, UnWanity Plata. 3 BRa
avalabk). furnished, $140/mo, nagoliabla
CM Carolyn. 564-1470.
Raora Far Rant - University Place,
lurrarMI1S5rnw. CM (>oVn, 564-1470
Tawnhauaa - 3 or 4 BR. 8495/mo., year
laaaa. Juna 1. Heal pump, AC, W/0, deck.
2694472 or 43*6146

4A5BRAPTS.
5-MINUTEWALK
TO CAMPUS
FULLY FURNISHED
Callaga Station - Early bird apaciell 4
studanti. '92-'93 12 mo. laaaa. (150/mo
pka uaibaa. CM Da*. (202) 659-3174. Altar
6 pm, (703) 256-9591.
Madleon Manor - 2 BR. 2 bath furnished
urat Flexble laaaa tarma. Raearva now lor
re-?! t465/mo433-3360
$1504*0, 2 Or 4 BR, 1 Black From JMU,
avaiable Aug. -92. CM 433-1010.

Country Club Court Townhouaa - 3 BRs,
2-1/2 bathf, microwava, disposal, W/D,
Ireezer, firoplaca, wal bar, $550/mo 4330202 or 433-8292 after 5 pm

SSShhhhh

AUGUST RENTALS
(ROSEDALE SUBDIVISION)
3 BR Duplex $480
Excellent condition
Quiet (No Parties)
Ail appliances, energy efficient,
large back yard, naw shad,
on bos route,
safe neighborhood.

434-2100
(Owner/Manager)
3 Br Houaa, Watar St., nica townhouaa
Graanbnar, raaaonabla. CU 433-3607, 434-

ITi a Quiet Apartment Community

2 Room AiMooh - Human Ridge, 1 yaar
laata, $210/mo Fully furniahod, W/D,
microwava. DW. TV, VCR 564-1458
Summar MM - Human Ridga townhouaa,
rant nagouaWa Cal Robbia, 564-1916.
Callaga Station - 4 sludanli lor 4 BR
townhouaa. Fumi»hed, W/O. A/C, carpal,
DW. $200/mo , laaaa bagina Aug. 25. -92.
(703) 250-7137

necessary. Male or female. For employment
program cal Student Employment Services el
(206)545-4155,0111530.

SERVICES
Terrific Typist - Feat accurate, resumes.
rush jobe, near JMU. 434-4332
Study Abroad In Auatralla - Iraormanon on
semester, year, graduate, summar ft
inemehip programs in Perth, Toamsville,
Sydney 6 Melbourne. Programs start at
$3.520. CM (800) 878-3696.
Karate For Man A Women - Class size
limited, 2 free classes par person. Mon. ft
Wed., 7-930 pm, Wrestling Room, Godwin
Hall, Head Instructor-Jim Coffman, 5th
Degree Black Bel Cal 434-8824,

PARK APARTMENTS
•Greet accornmodaaana lor a
Quol Sixty Erwironrmnt

Word Proceeeing tor your papers & reports.
Judy Shaw, 828-2748.

•Our USHy Package la ona ot tw con
Sooooooo much mom at Park
433-2821 EHO

Muele By Natienel DJ Connoctlen Professional sound entertainment CM 433-

OMa NaT - 1135/mo , May &/or summer,
lamala. CM Dabbia, (703) 256-9452.
Ml. Vlaw Drive Townhauaa - 5 BRs,
fumshed. waking distance, $175/mo. 1 year
laaaa (8*2*93), WrTJ (703) 450-5008

SPECIAL
Cantrell Ave.-Main St.

IBRApL $250
2BRApt. $350
3BRApt. $450

434-1847
J-M Apartments
Haga Head, NC - 2 ro4atrvery naw houses,
fully lurniahad, W/O. DW, central AC.
available May 1-Aug. 31. Sleeps 7,
81,450/mo. Sleeps 9 (3 floors), $i,800/mo
(804)850-1532.

FOR SALE
1980 Red BMW - Runs good. CM 432-6135
or 5684517.

! Could you be the next Miss America''
Central Shenandoah Valley Scholarship
Program is seeking contestants (age 17-26)
with winner receiving scholarship funds ft
qualifying lor 1992 Mis* Virginia Pageant
Interested? For mon nfo. please call 289
8523 baton Mer. 161

BEAUTIFUL NAILS
MANICURES $10
TURBO NAILS $35
SPECIAL WITH DEB
The Beauty Spa

Don't Sign That Off-Campus Housing
urM youVe contused the Center for
Off-Campua LMng M tie WCCI Make an
appointment now to get Ket* adrkang far tree
baton you era In a legaty bfevJng contractl
Cal X6259 Today!

Run For Administrathr* Vice-PreeMentl
Jay - Walchmg 8, waiting't he Poster Girl
Congrete to all those not in sororities on
bocom rig Student Ambassadors
Economic* profeseor Berkley Rosier M
provide anyone who contacts him a copy
of MB detailed napont* to the Fab. 17
Breoie latter of Prof Robinson on oaone
depletion. The Bnw* i* "unabu" to
publish this response at this time
because of "apace constraints" ft "equal
opportunity"
KI - Had a blast reliving those Junior Hgh
days! AIA.
Run For Honor Council President!
Sanion Speak at Graduation Applications
SGA Office, WCC. Due Mar. 16

SPECIAL OLYMPICS
Track A Raid
Tue*., Mar. 10,4:30
Harrisonburg High School
OuostloneT Cal hsarher, 18218

Corel Ann A Llaha - Congratulations on
your engagements! Love, AT.

AnENTIONJMUDEPTS.!
Do you recycle laser printer
cartridges? Wa have several that
you can have. Please contact the
Breeze office for more into. x6127

Mpot(ohGp*BHpp*Oj(d1Pg Mjuhburat?
5* pgg xjui us be. Cflijwt CppH, 285 T. Nbjo.
675-3682 Fyqjsft 3-2 92.
- We hope everyone he* e safe ft
excimg breakl
AIA

Apply For Blueetene Yearbook Staff!
Applications at info, desk!

er Joe, 14816
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
Arme-DxigratsonyourlNLitlleSaaarbrjr
Hope you're reedy lor many a crazy right in
Jersey! Not biter, but your sometmos Merry
roommate
Brother* 01 in - Friday night was
outrageous! You're the coolest Brothers on
tha Row ft we love you to booth. But. Mer. 12,
paybacks an hail Love, the Lnte Salon

Be a part of JMU...
be an Honor Council
Investigator.
Applications are available in
Wine Price 123, Mar. 9-20.

WFREMAKIN* THE MOVE.,
to Wine-Price on Feb. 28!

Rick - Thanks for making my formal so
spociaH Love, Carrie.

The Center for OtT-Campus Living ft the
Commuter Student Counci will be moving

Zete Tau Alpha wishes everyone a sale ft
happy spnng breakl

their offices to the lobby of Wine-Price due to
the construction ol the WCC
COME UP TO SEE US SOMETIME!

0360.
Studying la Serious Businese - Al Perk
Apt*., we offer you a good, quiet study
environment Ask about our utility package
ifs one of the best 433-2621 EHO
IK - Have e wonderful spring breakl Love,
AIA.

The truth Is always
the strongest argument
•Sophocles
JMU HONOR COUNCIL
Congrats to all the
WM

7TA

Hho CK's lor next'

188 S. Meean St, Harritonburg

564-1925
Located 20 Minute* From Harrisonburg -

Area

3002.
Furnaaha4Tawi*ouaa-UnivarjiryCourl,4
woman only. (703) 281-2712.564-1644

Alaska Summer Emptoyement - Fiahanee.
Earn SS.OOtWmo. Free transportatxxil Room
& board! Over 8,000 opening* No experience

434-3509

Easygoing Femal* Roommate - Madison
Manor. Col Catty or Chria, 432-0521.

Otde Ml - $135. May ftror summer, lemata
Cal Dabbia, (703) 256-9452.

Chaeanging Summar Job* with outdoor fun,
salary 8 room/board in camp* lor disabled
persons Need mate/female camp counselors,
lifeguards 6 specialists in tood service,
canoeing 6 camping/nature In baautiul Blue
Ridge Mountains or near Va.'s east coast.
Gnat experience for any future career I
Training provided. Apply ASAP to Camp
Easter Seal, Box 5496, Roanoke, Va. 24012.
(800)365-1656.

IK - Peso dale wtti Touch The Earth loday!
Coma out!

Lessons ft trails guided by qualified
instructors You wil enjoy sale, dependable
hones. For appt, call Oak Manor Farms.
234-8101.
Roaumoa That WoriL.Se You Cant Wrinan
by professional writer. Laser printed. Oncampus nerviews 434-0515

SPRING BREAiT
Panama City, Florida - 8 days/7 nights,
$129. Beachfront conrirMmoteb, free parties,
promotional discounts, transportation A
ktchons avalable. (703) 887-8936 or (800)
234-7007.

PERSON/US

JMU
SEMESTER IN LONDON
PROGRAM
New 6-Week Summer Term
in London
June 1 • July 10
Enrollment StJII Possible

BUT HURRY!
Contact D. KeMenbrink, Director, at

x6419orx6971
Sanion Spook el Graduation Applications
SGAOrica.WCC DuaMar 16
Run For 9GA Secretory)

One**) - We have jewelry in stock. Greek ft
Thee. 4342718

Al~ wishes everyone e fun ft sale spring

JMU Women's Rugby - Thank you lor
participating in our research for exercise
physiology Shety, Stacey. Angela

Sherry - A man rsadog&adogaa man
Live by that motto ft you'll never be sad
again Your over-ermtionel roommate.

I

Jim - Friday night was so cod' Shame t may
never happen again. At least I've made
mysel a new Inend Thai doesn't mean I'll be
hoping that someday -Keaey

To Know The Power &

Beauty of Music Is To
Understand The Rainbow
Logic
Be a part of history & experience
UNCLE CHARLIE live. Wed., Mar
4 fw the semi-final round of the
Ulitimate Battle of the Bands at
Zaxx II in SpnngfieW, Va For
tickets, cal
434-5452 or (703) 569-CLUB
Nina, Jon, Pam, Laura - You guys am the
greatest' I mm you already' You baser wme
ma! Loveya! Caryl
Congrats Uaa O. - Wa en proud of you!
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JMU's FAVORITE
STUDY HABIT.
When you're ready for a study
® break, give us a call. We'll be right
over with a custom-baked, piping
hot pizza, delivered in 30 minutes
or less. We guarantee it! So call
Domino's Pizza today.

433-2300 JMU/Downtown
433-3111 Valley Mall/Port Republic Rd.
Hours:
Sun.-Thur. 11a.m.-la.m.
Fri.-Sat. 11 a.m.-2a.m.

NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
DOMINO'S
How You Like Pizza at Home.
FREE 6-PACK of
COCA-COLA

PIZZA PANIC

MEAL DEAL
Get a large pizza with two toppings
and 4 Coca-Colas for just

Get a medium pizza with one topping Buy any pizza with two or more toppings
and get a free 6-pack of Coca-Cola.
and 2 Coca-Colas for just

$11.99

$6.99

expires 2-28-92

expires 2-28-92

T ™ " ' 11 **.'.— ***

OB

[n|

SAVE

$2.50

expires 2-28-92

sSSS^SSSSSS

GUI

^i1--.^—-

fai~t*i.

n.

MEDIUM DOUBLES

PAN DOUBLES

LARGE DOUBLES

Get two medium pizzas with one
topping on each for just

Get two pan pizzas with one
topping on each for just

Get two large pizzas with
one topping on each for just

i»

$10.99

1

CM
• ■1
J as

expires 2-28-92

expires 2-28-92
Mi ■>M^k|B.>« m —t mm ■
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$12.99
expires 2-28-92
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